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Introduction 
Mark Warnock, Administrative Pastor, FC Worship 

Family Church began Launch Worship Training in early 2017 in response to the need of our growing 
network of churches for more capable worship leaders, vocalists and musicians. Since our goal is to 
start 100 new churches in South Florida, we needed a pipeline for new leaders, because our 
experience has been that properly trained people are almost impossible to find. Even the most skilled 
musicians or vocalists need some coaching in how to sing, lead and play effectively in the worship 
context. 

Our solution was to bring our multi-campus team of worship leaders together and train all our 
musicians and worship leaders at one time. 

Our first season ran for 12 weeks 
on Sunday afternoons, for two 
hours each week. We gathered 
everyone together for a short 
time of teaching. One of our 
worship pastors would teach on 
a topic related to worship and 
worship leading: biblical 
foundations, our walk with God, 
how to lead from the platform, 
etc. Then we separated into 
breakout groups for about an 
hour, and gave group 
instruction on drums, guitar, 

bass, vocals, keys, and music directing. One of our breakouts was a stage environment where a band 
and set of vocalists rehearsed a worship set. Then, at the end, the entire group re-gathered at the 
stage, and the students led us all in the worship set they had rehearsed. 

Launch began as an experiment, and we honestly had no idea how it would go. It proved to be a 
resounding success. We were astonished at how dramatically some of our students improved with just 
a little bit of coaching. We also found that a few people resisted coaching, and we were able to have 
pastoral conversations with them, redirecting them to other ministries. 

Here are some things we did that proved effective: 

Stoke the Sense of Tribe 
We learned from another church in our area pursuing the same kind of training strategy that an 
unexpected outcome for them was the sense of community/tribe that emerged. They found that their 
musicians loved being together and stayed late to hang out after the training each week. We wanted 
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to foster this same kind of sense of belonging, so we did two things: We came up with a modern logo/ 
look for Launch worship training, and gave every participant a nice black v neck t-shirt and a notebook 
with the logo on it. 

We also took photos of training every week, 
making sure that we got a good shot of every 
participant. We added the logo/watermark, and at 
the end of our training, gave each person a 5x8 
print of a picture of them in training with a note 
thanking them for making history as part of the 
first ever Launch class.  

 

 

Train Together 
Prior to Launch, each campus worship leader was training his own team, in the context of his own 
campus, which worked fine. We found that coming together allowed us to pool our expertise, having 
more than one voice speaking into the students, and also allowed our team to coach in their area of 
strength. Thus, our best bass player coached the bass players, our best vocalists coached the vocalists, 
etc. 

 

Coming together also let the musicians from other campuses meet and get to know each other. Thus, 
for instance, the drummer at one campus who otherwise might never meet the others, got to hang 
out for hours each week with the other drummers. It gave them a sense of camaraderie, and also 
encouraged them to play their best, since small details about their playing that would escape non-
drummer would be noticed. It drove them to be their best. 
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Tell the Truth 
American Idol made famous the inclination for musicians (especially vocalists) to be completely 
deceived or in denial about their lack of talent. We’ve learned that we need to have hard 
conversations as early as possible. 

We’re trying to create a culture where people can hear the truth about their strengths and 
weaknesses. Here are some ways we do this: 

Filter on the front end. Launch is an invitation-only training. Everyone who participates has to sing or 
play for one of our team before we invite them to join. This way, if they are clearly not where they 
need to be we can graciously decline to train them before they get their hopes up. 

Everyone deserves five minutes of honesty. Every Launch participant has strengths and 
weaknesses, and we deliberately want them to be aware of both. So we tell the vocalist with nice tone 
but pitch issues that she has nice tone and pitch issues. We point out weaknesses and give the 
students a path to work on them. 

Deploy Them 
Our church is a growing network of neighborhood churches. This means that between students, kids 
and main worship services, there are plenty of opportunities for people to lead worship. We found 
that once we started, we began to notice Launch participants on our platforms all the time. One 
reason is that Launch made all the campus worship leaders aware of who was out there and could 
sing or play on Sundays, and they started scheduling them. Another reason is that we were able to see 
their strengths and weaknesses in Launch, so we could see which opportunities would be the right fit 
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for each person. Most of all, the reason we do Launch is so they can serve! We don’t hold back with the 
people we’re training: we put them on a stage and let them lead.  

 

Stay Connected  
Several weeks after our first semester of Launch ended, we scheduled a reunion night of worship. We 
brought in Chipotle and reconnected over burritos. We set up a vibey worship space in the middle of 
our fellowship hall with a variety of comfy chairs and stools and cool lighting. We had an extended 
worship time, rotating the leadership around among our campus worship leaders. In the middle of it, 
we recorded a video of the group singing one of the new songs our team had written. 

This enabled us to strengthen and renew the sense of tribe and connections we had when Launch was 
running. The chance to be in the video showed them that they really are a part of what our worship 
ministry is doing. They’re not just trainees or grunts, they are worship leaders right along with us. 

Celebrate 
At a Combined Campus Celebration 
with all our churches, we brought the 
Launch participants up to be celebrated 
and recognized. We shared how much 
they had grown and how excited we 
were.  The church responded warmly, 
really affirming the effort.  
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In this Notebook 
We’ve put this notebook together as a snapshot of what we did in Launch worship training.  The next 
section contains short summaries of our teaching times, to give you a sense of the kind of things we’re 
communicating to our team. 

The section after that gives some of the concepts we’re teaching in each of our breakout groups.  We 
don’t have space to share all the details of our material, but we hope this will be enough to give you 
an idea of what our training looks like. 
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Teaching  
Sessions 
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Humility 
Pride happens when we contend with God for supremacy. 

Problem: 

It’s not a matter of IF we have pride in our hearts, it’s a matter of WHERE and HOW. 

Solution: 

The act of humility is honestly assessing oneself in light of God’s own holiness and our sinfulness 

Insights from the Bible: 

• John 4:6 – “God opposes the proud but gives grace to the humble.” 
• James 4:10 Humble yourselves before the Lord, and He will exalt you.  

o This is our “Call to Action” 
• Romans 12:3- For by the grace given to me I say to everyone among you not to think of 

himself more highly than he ought to think, but to think with sober judgement, each 
according to the measure of faith that God has assigned.  

• Philippians 2:3 Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility count others more 
significant than yourselves 

 

Ways in which “pride” is manifested in our lives: 

• Being a perfectionist 
• Constantly unfulfilled 
• Being overly hard-working and self-reliant 
• Finding comfort in our comparison of others 
• Gifted with amnesia 
• Demonstrating false-humility 
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Markers of Genuine Worship 
 

Problem: 

How do you know when real, biblical worship has happened? How do you know when people have in 
actuality encountered God versus just attending a service? 

Solution: 

Look at the Biblical markers of worship.   

 

Text: Isaiah 6:1-9  

Four Markers of Genuine Worship 
	

1. Awe (v. 1-4) They leave with a stronger and clearer sense of who God is which is humbling and 
awe inspiring versus leaving the service feeling better about themselves and in awe of the 
people on the platform.  
 

2. Awareness (v. 5) In true worship, people are more aware of their sin and shortcomings. 
Worship which does not challenge people in their personal holiness (relationships, integrity, 
purity, honesty, love) misses the mark. 
 

3. Atonement (v. 6-7) Biblical worship reconciles people to the Father and applies the 
redemption Jesus won on the cross. Our services should be filled with people getting saved, 
healed, restored, forgiven, set-free 
 

4. Assignment (v. 8-9) People should leave with a clearer picture of their God-ordained call and 
assignment. They should be deployed on mission to engage their neighbors with the gospel 
and into their ministry. 
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Excellence 
 

Key idea:  

The pursuit of excellence is not about reaching perfection. It is simply doing the best with what we’ve 
been given. 

Consider: 

It is impossible to apply a universal standard to excellence. Why? 

Answer: 

Everyone’s natural ability and level of experience is different. The standard of excellence is based on 
how we refine the gifts we’ve been given. 

 

“The pursuit of excellence in worship is not self-centered, but rather laser focused on the experience of 
other’s superior to our own” – John Stepp 

 

Excellence in worship can be broken down into 3 parts: 

1. Excellence is SPIRITUAL 
a. When we develop and fine-tune our gifts, we give glory and honor to the “Giver of all 

good things” 
2. Excellence is RELATIONAL 

a. The way we prepare and execute services/rehearsals plays a large role in team 
chemistry/trust.  

b. When we have to drag other team members along it can feel burdensome and 
discouraging 

c. When we are prepared and on the same page it allows us to experience the of joy 
serving alongside one another 

3. Excellence is COMMUNAL 
a. The way we prepare plays a huge role in the worship experience of each person who 

walks through our doors 
b. Preparing with the end goal in mind allows us to contribute to the bigger picture 
c. The small parts we all play fosters community and impacts peoples’ eternity each 

week. 
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Worship In Spirit and Truth 
John 4:21-26 

21 Jesus said to her, “Woman, believe me, the hour is coming when neither on this mountain nor in 
Jerusalem will you worship the Father. 22 You worship what you do not know; we worship what we 
know, for salvation is from the Jews.23 But the hour is coming, and is now here, when the true 
worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and truth, for the Father is seeking such people to worship 
him. 24 God is spirit, and those who worship him must worship in spirit and truth.” 25 The woman said 
to him, “I know that Messiah is coming (he who is called Christ). When he comes, he will tell us all 
things.” 26 Jesus said to her, “I who speak to you am he.” 

This scripture is one of the most powerful teachings on worship. 

Main Points: 

1. The Father is seeking worshippers (v.23) 
2. We’re not looking for Him, because we’ve all turned aside (Is. 53:6) 
3. All worship begins with the initiative of God the Father 

True worshippers worship in SPIRIT and TRUTH: 

Spirit: “Spirit” is not meant to refer as “in the Holy Spirit”; it is meant in the sense that “God” is spirit, 
that He is immaterial and not bodily bound 

• Worshipping in spirit means that our hearts, spirit, and soul are worshipping Him, not the 
physical parts of us such as our bones, our skin, muscles, etc. 

• Our hearts response is what the Father is looking for, not the physical externals such as where, 
or with what instruments or what denomination 

Truth: The worship referred in this passage was noting that the worship of the Jews was correct versus 
the worship of the Samaritans which was based on falsehood 

• We must believe in right things and worship the right God; we CANNOT worship in TRUTH 
while following a false God or a false gospel 

• American culture contains some of the most prominent false gospels 
o Ex: Prosperity gospels which portray that honoring God will bring material blessing 
o Secular gospels which promise FULFILLMENT with success or money  

• We must be sure that we are worshipping in a way that is theologically correct; it is the only 
way to know we are worshipping in TRUTH 
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Speaking and Reading Scripture During 
Worship 
 

Psalm 118:89 “Forever, O Lord, your word is firmly fixed in the heavens” 

Matthew 4:4 “But he answered, ‘It is written, Man shall not live by bread alone, but by the very word 
that comes from the mouth of God.’” 

Colossians 3:16 “Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly, teaching and admonishing one another in 
all wisdom, singing psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, with thankfulness in your hearts to God.” 

**As worship leaders we have more to give than JUST a song** 

1. We have MORE to give than just song 
a. Our leadership will 9 times out of 10 have a greater impact directing peoples heart to 

Christ than our singing/playing 
b. God is more interested in raising up great LEADERS versus great SINGERS 

i. The congregation is to be LED not LEFT 
c. We should approach these moments with not just OUR words 

i. Nothing we say will ever be more true than God’s word 
ii. The foundation of our ministry should be on the Word of God 

iii. Colossians 3:16 
2. How do we GROW in this? 

a. “Hide” God’s word in our hearts 
i. Psalm 119:11 “I have stored up your word in my heart, that I might not sin 

against you.” 
ii. The Bible in memory is BETTER than the Bible in the book case 

iii. “The best memory is not the one that remembers the MOST things but one 
that remembers the BEST things”- Spurgeon 

b. Prepare, Prepare, Prepare 
i. We should allow the Holy Spirit to be just as involved in the PREPARATION as 

the PERFORMANCE 
ii. “Write” what you say, “Rehearse” like you mean it 

1. Many words aren’t needed, just the RIGHT ones 
2. We must BREAK AWAY from the idea that being “orderly” and 

“prepared” is somehow less anointed and used by the Lord! 
iii. Do not be the DISTRACTION 

3. Believe “what” you say 
a. Don’t let personality or posture take away from what God can do in a moment 
b. The HIGHEST truth demands the HIGHEST conviction 

i. Celebrations should be centered around the victories of Christ! 
c. Speak with BOLDNESS in the Spirit (2 Corinthians 3:12-18)  
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The “Why” Behind Worship Leadership 
 

Consider: 

Why do we do what we do? What is it that God has called us to do and how are we to do it? 

 

I. Why do we do what we do? 

Because God deserves all glory and He has called us to love others by helping them redirect their 
worship to Christ. 

 

Three main areas of focus:  

1. Why? - God deserves all glory… (Psalm 96) 
a. God is the only one worthy of Glory 
b. We worship Him because of who He is (God, Savior, Ruler, Creator, etc) (Even if He 

didn’t do anything for you, He is still worthy of our worship because He is God) 
c. God doesn’t share His glory (Isaiah 42:8) 

 

2. What? - He has called us to love others.... (1 Corinthians 3:4-9) 
a. We love others as we engage in the worship of God 
b. We are not the ones that bring growth. We simply display God’s love.  
c. Loving God and loving others goes hand in hand (Mark 12:30-31) 

 

3. How? - Help people re-direct their worship to Christ. (How do we do this?) 
a. We must live lives sold out to Christ 
b. We must be genuine in our love for Christ 
c. Humility, Humility, Humility (1 Peter 5:5-6) 
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Unity 
Ephesians 4:1-16  

1. We MUST fight for “Unity” 
a. V.1 Paul as a prisoner, urges us- It WILL cost us 

i. “I therefore, a prisoner for the Lord, urge you to walk in a manner worthy of the 
calling to which you’ve been called” 

b. V. 2-3 Unity is NOT easy- be EAGER to unify 
i. “with all humility and gentleness, and patience, bearing with one another in 

love, eager to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace” 
ii. Due to our SIN NATURE we are naturally divisive; but we have a perfect 

example of unity: “The Trinity” 
c. V. 4-6 The Triune God shows us what unity looks like 

i. “There is one body and one Spirit- just as you were called to the one hope that 
belongs to your call- one Lord [Jesus], one faith, one baptism, one God and 
Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all 

ii. Mankind has even made divisions of the Trinity 
1. Some people exalt only Jesus, some exalt only the Father, some only 

exalt the Holy Spirit but the Trinity is one 
2. “Jesus points to the Father, the Spirit points to Jesus, and the Father 

looks down on Jesus after His baptism and says “This is my Son with 
whom I am well pleased” 

2. We ALL need grace 
a. V. 7-8 Grace was GIVEN to each of us 

i. “But grace was given to each one of us according to the measure of Christ’s 
gift. Therefore it says, “When he ascended on high he led a host of captives, 
and he gave gifts to men.” 

ii. All of us start as captives: Yet God loved us 
1. Captives= prisoners of Satan 
2. When we start to elevate ourselves we must remember that we were 

ONCE prisoners, yet set free 
3. We were unlovable, but God loved us and showed us grace. Therefore 

we are to love people when they’re unlovable 
• “If we think we play a PART in our salvation, it will AFFECT 

the way we look at others” 
3. We all need the SAME faith 

a. V. 11-13 shows us the GOAL of the 5 offices 
i. “And he gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the shepherds, and 

teachers, to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for building up the body 
of Christ, until we all attain to the unity of faith and of the knowledge of the 
Son of God, to mature manhood, to the measure of the stature of the fullness 
of Christ 
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1. Our faith in Christ builds us up and UNIFIES us 
2. “Oneness and harmony among believers is possible only when it is 

built on the foundation of sound doctrine.”- Macarthur 
a. When we grow in knowledge of Christ we mature into 

manhood and womanhood as opposed to children 
b. V 14 God wants us to MATURE 

ii. “So that we may no longer be children, tossed to and fro by the waves and 
carried about by every wind of doctrine, by human cunning, by craftiness in 
deceitful schemes.” 

1. A child tries to scheme his parents when one parent says no to what 
he wants and he goes to other in hopes of getting it- This occurs in the 
CHURCH as well! 

c. V 15-16 Let’s turn from our Child-like ways 
iii. “Rather, speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in every way into Him 

who is the head, into Christ, from whom the whole body, joined and held 
together by every joint with which it is equipped, when each part is working 
properly, makes the body grow so that it builds itself up in love.” 

4. We all need to function properly (In the Body of Christ) 
a. Fight for UNITY 
b. We all need grace 
c. Mature in your doctrine AND faith 
d. Be eager to function as God would have us to 
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Evangelism: 3 Circles Training 
 

Jesus Command: Matthew 28:19-20  

** We have been CALLED to SHARE ** 

2 Corinthians 5:17-21 “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation. The old has passed away; 
behold, the new has come. 18 All this is from God, who through Christ reconciled us to himself and 
gave us the ministry of reconciliation; 19 that is, in Christ God was reconciling the world to himself, not 
counting their trespasses against them, and entrusting to us the message of reconciliation. 20 
Therefore, we are ambassadors for Christ, God making his appeal through us. We implore you on 
behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God. 21 For our sake he made him to be sin who knew no sin, so that 
in him we might become the righteousness of God. 

** We are given AUTHORITY to SHARE** 

What is our Identity: 

1. NEW CREATION (V.17) 
2. JESUS EXCHANGE (V. 21) 
3. OUR MESSAGE (V.19) 
4. WE ARE AMBASSADORS (V.20) 

 

CHALLENGE: Practice it with friends and SHARE with someone 
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Training  
Objectives 
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Electric Guitar 
Because guitarists can come in at very different ability levels, we developed a list of core competencies 
that we cover with them, adaptable to an individual’s skill level.  Not only do guitarists need to be 
proficient in their ability to play chords and lead lines, they also need to be able to feel and enhance 
the mood of a moment. Also, it is important that guitarists know what not to play. As with any 
instrument, we always want to play artistically and tastefully to the end of what each song needs. Each 
player needs to know not just the song, but know their parts within the song.  

Rhythm: 
• Basic chord shapes, G and C shapes 
• Nashville Number System 
• Strumming pattern and changing chords 
• Pedal Basics 101 
• Playing in certain keys, using capos 
• Pedal transitions 
• Playing Dynamically 
• Filling space with Arpeggios and Reverb 

 

Lead: 
• Lead shells and shapes 
• Scales and Numbers 
• Pedal Basics/Transitions 
• Advanced Pedals 201 (Controlling your tone) 
• Playing in certain keys, using capos 
• Dynamics 
• Filling Space 
• Playing for ambience 
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Drums 
Some of the most common challenges for drummers in the modern worship setting include, 
struggling to play well with a click, consistent rhythmic patterns, solid drum hitting, as well as leading 
the worship experience with the worship leader. Many drummers will need to learn to become “one” 
with the click, so as to not draw attention to it or the tempo. Vocalists and musicians should never 
have to wonder whether they should follow the drummer or the click. Secondly, drummers should 
strive for consistency in their drum grooves, particularly after coming back after a drum-fill. What’s 
more, drums benefit from solid drum playing in order to get the best tone out of them. This also helps 
the front-of-the-house sound engineer in mixing. Lastly, excellent drummers in worship are those that 
can lead through different sections of songs, not just merely following the guide cues, but “being a 
guide” themselves. This involves anticipating where the worship vocalists wants to go, but without 
overstepping their leadership. 

Training objectives we cover in this track: 

• Establishing a groove 
• Builds 
• Fills 101: Keeping snare on 2 and 4 
• Fills 201: Keeping Tempo/Dual drummers 
• Snare roll grooves 
• How to Snare Roll 
• Accountability Time 
• Kick Patterns 
• High-Hat Patterns 
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Bass 
Some of the most common challenges Bassists face in modern worship settings are tone quality, 
pocket, an engaging stage presence, as well as musical dexterity. First, bassists will need to spend time 
listening to what good bass tone sounds like from different worship artists, listening for placement as 
well as EQ. Bass players also need to learn when to play and when to lay out. What’s more, bassists 
need to learn how to mesh well with a drummer, knowing when to “lock-in” with a kick pattern or play 
whole notes. Furthermore, bassists, as well as other musicians in a band, need to learn when to do fills 
so as to not clash with other instrumentalists. Bass players in a worship band should learn to play a 
physical role in the worship experience; not just a musical role. Lastly, bassists should be extremely 
familiar with scales as well as where all the notes are on the fret board, which will enable them to be 
freer whilst playing.  

Training objectives we cover in this track: 

• Scales 
• Box Playing 
• Grooving with drum kick pattern 
• Playing the pocket 
• Playing with pick 
• Playing with fingers 
• Bass Tone (eq/overdrive/pedals) 
• When and How to Re-Harmonize 
• Runs 
• Accountability Time 
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Keys 
The most common challenges keyboardists face in modern worship settings are flexibility when it 
comes to chords, rhythmic stability, and playing with other band members effectively. All keyboardists 
should have a strong understanding of chords (as well as Nashville Numbers), and be able to play 
many different inversions and chord shapes. They should also be very comfortable playing to a click 
track, making sure their notes fall “in the pocket.” Finally, keyboardists must understand their role as it 
relates to the rest of the band, making sure that what they play complements, rather than conflicts, 
what the rest of the band is playing. 

Training objectives we cover in this track: 

• Less is more 
• Open voice chords 
• Inversions 
• Extensions 
• Hooks 
• Playing Octaves 
• Where to play in the mix 
• Allowing Bass to cover low end 
• Numbers 
• Chord drills 
• Playing in Every key 
• Pad Technique 
• Key Changes 
• Off Click Moments 
• Making Number Charts 
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MD 
A	Music	Director	(MD)	is	essentially	the	band	leader.	The	primary	responsibility	of	an	MD	is	to	call	cues	
and/or	corrections	to	the	team	via	a	director	mic.	Additional	responsibilities	include	preparing	clicks	and	
loops	and	oftentimes	starting/stopping	those	tracks	in	service,	preparing	chord	charts/number	charts,	
and	leading	band	rehearsals.	A	successful	MD	should	be	familiar	with	every	band	member’s	part,	not	just	
their	own. 

Training objectives we cover in this track: 

Organization/Leading 
• Leading band rehearsals 
• Cover for the worship leader 
• Music Prep (Charts/Clicks) 
• Being timely for rehearsals 
• Director Mic 
• Guide vocals 
• Chord/Number charts 
• Chord Inversions 
• Creating Clicks (Mono/Stereo) 
• Creating Practice Tracks 
• Knowing the lyrics 
• Using planning center 

Directing 
• Knowing roadmaps 
• Guiding Etiquette  
• How to speak to the Drummer 
• Guiding the bass and drummer 
• Anticipating the Worship Leader 
• Being in sync with the Worship Leader 
• Chain of Command 
• How to build 3 part harmonies 
• When to Start/stop clicks 
• Knowing order of service 
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Vocals 
The most common challenges vocalists face in modern worship settings are pitch matching, using 
contemporary tone, and developing an engaging stage presence. First, vocalists will need to work to 
make sure they are matching pitch across the entire range of their voice. Some singers who learn to 
sing in choirs or are classically trained may struggle to find the contemporary vocal tone required, 
which involves a high, forward placement of the voice without exaggerated space for vowel 
production. Finally, singers need to learn to have a commanding presence on stage, how to stand and 
move their body and engage their faces to lead the congregation. 

Training objectives we cover in this track: 

• Posture 
• Stage presence 
• Facial expressions 
• How to worship with your hands 
• Being natural and intentional 
• Shaping tone 
• Head voice 
• Chest voice 
• Mixed voice 
• Breath control 
• Jaw placement and vowel shaping 
• Enunciation and Clarity 
• Singing dynamically 
• Vibrato 
• Falsetto 
• Mirror Time 
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Stage One 
 

Leading effectively involves much more than just being a good musician or having a charismatic 
personality. In this environment, we apply all that we’ve learned in a “real-world” scenario where we 
craft, rehearse and perform a short worship set. It usually consists of 2 songs, including transitional 
elements such as: call to worship, scripture reading, transitional thoughts, and prayer. We draw these 
songs from a playlist that we create and distribute at the first session of Launch so that participants 
can be listening and learning as we go. Each week this group leads the rest of the participants in 
worship, followed by comments and notes from our coaches in front of the group.  

Things we cover: 

• How to lead a rehearsal 
• How to create smooth worship transitions 
• Crafting impactful speaking elements 
• Getting comfortable with public prayer 
• Stage presence: people see you more than they hear you 
• Physicality/Expression 
• How to use in-ear monitors 
• Performing with a click/loop track; utilizing technology 
• Singing harmonies and background vocals 
• How to effectively lead a song or a worship set  
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Contact 
For further information about Launch Worship Training, feel free to reach out to us at Family Church. 

Family	Church	Worship	
1101	S	Flagler	Drive	
West	Palm	Beach,	FL	33401	
worship@gofamilychurch.org 

facebook.com/gofamilychurchworship 

instagram.com/familychurchworship  

Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/artist/54WxmV1Fawcsy4GDUt0cxm 

 

 


